Manufacturer Cleaning Recommendation

Wilding Wallbeds takes great pride in its hardwood products. Its clinical products are not only strong
and durable physically, but also in the department of infections control. Our Clinical Pro Series
furnishings include finishes with Microban® (anti-microbial) protection to inhibit the growth of
bacteria.
With regular care and maintenance, your Clinical Pro Series will provide a lifetime of satisfaction in its
ability to perform in the Clinical environment.
These cleaning recommendations are offered as a service and are not a substitute for your facilities
policies and procedures. Medical facilities should strictly adhere to their written policies and
procedures as well as State and Federal mandated rules for cleaning and infection control.
Routine Cleaning
Clean furniture between patients. If furniture will not be occupied for a period of time it should be
cleaned once per week.





Always dust with a polish-moistened or damp cloth, following the grain of the wood. Remove
residues with a soft, lint-free cloth and a mild detergent or soap and warm water.
Detergents /disinfectants in clinical setting should be ones that are registered with the EPA.
In the list of your facilities approved detergents/disinfectants, it is important for the longevity of
the finishes on the Clinical Pro Series that you avoid the use of items containing bleach,
ammonia, abrasive additives, petroleum based or alcohol based products.
Keep wood surfaces dry. Wipe up spills, splatters and water spots as soon as they occur and dry
surfaces immediately with a soft cloth

Periodic Cleaning
Periodic Cleaning can be regularly scheduled.
 This is a great time to look for small nicks or scratches in furniture.
 After using detergent/disinfectant that would be used in routine cleaning, it is a good time to
rub down with light furniture polish (not silicones or waxes).
 Avoid furniture polishes that contain petroleum distillates or dyes. This process will leave your
furnishings with a bright luster that looks like it was just installed.
Incidental Cleaning
With incidental cleaning it is very important to refer to the strict guidelines outlined by your facilities.
Especially for spills involving bodily fluids (such as blood) making sure that safety for product and the
person cleaning it is adhered to.

